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SUMMARY
Viruses need to hijack the translational machinery of the host cell for a productive infection to happen. How-
ever, given the dynamic landscape of tRNA pools among tissues, it is unclear whether different viruses infect-
ing different tissues have adapted their codon usage toward their tropism. Here, we collect the coding se-
quences of 502 human-infecting viruses and determine that tropism explains changes in codon usage.
Using the tRNA abundances across 23 human tissues from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), we build an
in silico model of translational efficiency that validates the correspondence of the viral codon usage with
the translational machinery of their tropism. For instance, we detect that severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is specifically adapted to the upper respiratory tract and alveoli. Furthermore,
this correspondence is specifically defined in early viral proteins. The observed tissue-specific translational
efficiency could be useful for the development of antiviral therapies and vaccines.
INTRODUCTION

Given the degeneracy of the genetic code, multiple 3-letter com-

binations of nucleotides can code for the same amino acid. Such

synonymous codons are nevertheless not uniformly distributed

along the genomes and can significantly deviate between organ-

isms (Grantham et al., 1981). Evolutionary forces that explain the

existence of the so-called codon bias include (1) a mutation

pressure for a certain GC base composition depending on the

species and chromosomal location and (2) the translational se-

lection for codons corresponding to highly expressed tRNA iso-

acceptors (Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020; Plotkin and Kudla,

2011; Sharp et al., 1993).

Viruses strongly depend on the translational machinery of the

host for the expression of their own proteins and, ultimately, their

replication. For instance, given the small size of most viral ge-

nomes, no or very few tRNA genes are generally autonomously

encoded (Morgado and Vicente, 2019). In terms of codon usage,

it has indeed been shown that bacteriophages are specifically

adapted to their microbial hosts (Carbone, 2008; Lucks et al.,

2008). This information has been applied in the prediction of viral

hosts from metagenomics data (Ahlgren et al., 2017; Ren et al.,

2017). The codon usage of human-infecting viruses is similarly

adapted to the host (Bahir et al., 2009; Jenkins and Holmes,

2003), and the concept of codon deoptimization has been

applied to thedesign of attenuated vaccines (Lauring et al., 2010).
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
Although translational selection has long been under debate in

humans (Pouyet et al., 2017), recent studies indicate that

different tissues and conditions showcase distinct tRNA expres-

sion profiles, leading to changes in their respective translational

efficiency (Gingold et al., 2014; Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020). In

agreement with this observation, the codon usage of papilloma-

virus capsid proteins is adapted to the tRNAs of differentiated

keratinocytes, and their translation becomes specifically effi-

cient (Zhao et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 1999). In addition, upon hu-

man immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1) infection, the host tRNA

pool is reprogrammed to favor translation of late viral genes

(van Weringh et al., 2011), a phenomenon that is indeed ex-

ploited by host antiviral mechanisms (Li et al., 2012). Further-

more, some viruses with a specific tissue tropism resemble the

codon bias of highly expressed proteins of their respective in-

fecting tissues (Miller et al., 2017). Nevertheless, despite the

few aforementioned studies, a high-throughput analysis of the

translational selection of viral genomes to their tissue tropism

has been heretofore hindered by the absence of tissue-wide

tRNA expression data.

Here, we systematically analyze the relative codon usage

landscape of 502 human-infecting viruses together with the

recently published tRNA expression profiles of human tissues

(Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020). Among other viral annotated fea-

tures, including phylogeny and Baltimore classification, their tis-

sue tropism explains more variance in codon usage than the
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Figure 1. Tropism corresponds with differences in RCU of human-infecting viruses

(A) A total of 502 viruses was distributed among 35 families and covered all 7 Baltimore groups. Of those viruses, 228 were classified in 6 general tropisms based

on ViralZone annotations (Hulo et al., 2011).

(B) Three internal clustering indexes were computed to assess the validity of each viral classification in terms of their relative codon usage (RCU). Good cluster

performances lead to low WB indexes but lead to high Silhouette and Dunn values (as shown in the color code).

(C) Linear discriminant analysis of the RCUof the 228 tropism-defined viruses. In parentheses is the percentage of variance explained by each of the components.

See also Figure S1.
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other tested features. In consequence, tropism corresponds

with codon optimization patterns that can be associated with tis-

sue-specific profiles of tRNA-based translation efficiencies.

Furthermore, by studying the tissue adaptation among the viral

proteome, we also determine that early replication-related pro-

teins are more translationally adapted than the late structural

counterparts. Overall, we observe a tropism-specific adaptation

of the viral proteome to the tRNA profiles of their target tissues,

which opens the door for the development of tissue-specific

codon-deoptimized vaccines and targeted antiviral therapies.

RESULTS

Tropism correspondswith differences in RCU of human-
infecting viruses
Publicly available genomic data comprised a total of 502 human-

infecting viruses, distributed among 35 families and covering all 7

Baltimore categories (Table S1). Across this diversity, 6main viral

tropisms were defined for 228 viruses based on the ViralZone
2 Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021
curated database (Hulo et al., 2011), namely, neurons, immune

cells, respiratory tract, hepatocytes, intestine, and epithelial cells

(Figure 1A), and the rest of viruses remained unassigned. Their

corresponding coding sequences constituted a total of 6,087

viral proteins (Table S1), for which we determined the relative

codon usage (RCU; i.e., the contribution of each synonymous

codon to the amino acid it encodes; see STAR Methods).

In order to understand the main factors driving differences be-

tween viral RCUs, we used 3 internal clustering indexes that

assess how similar each virus is to a certain group compared to

other groups. Taking the average RCU over each of the 502 viral

proteomes, we applied this framework to assess the grouping

performance of the following 5 different viral features: tropism,

type of genetic material (i.e., Baltimore category), family, genus,

and a sequence-based classification by Aiewsakun and Sim-

monds (2018). In such an analysis, the tropism leads the best

classificationof viral RCUs, followedby the viral genetic type (Fig-

ure 1B). On the other hand, classical and sequence-based phylo-

genetic classifications show poor clustering performances.
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Given the impact of viral tropism on the RCU, we sought to

determine the main codon differences between the 6 defined

target tissues. By using a linear discriminant analysis (LDA; see

STAR Methods), we classified the 228 tropism-defined viruses

in 6 clear clusters, regardless of other factors such as the phylo-

genetic lineage (Figure 1C). For further validation, by random-

izing the set of tropisms, the LDA loses all its discriminating

power (Figure S1A). Supporting the robustness of the clustering,

we obtained the same performance by using another reduced

list of human viruses from ViralZone (Hulo et al., 2011; Fig-

ure S1B; Table S1).

With the previous results indicating a clear codon usage pattern

among tropisms, we then wondered to what extent other factors

could in parallel shape the nucleotide composition of viruses

(Bergman and Tuller, 2020). As shown in Figure S1, we observed

that RNA folding, as determined by the minimum free energy, was

also non-randomly distributed among tropisms. Other factors

such as ribosomal frameshift were not significantly different.

Overall, we observed that specific codon usage profiles were

associated with the tissue tropism of human-infecting viruses,

together with other determinants such as RNA stability.

Viruses are adapted to the tRNA-based translational
efficiencies of their target tissues
Based on the RCU differences between viruses with distinct tro-

pisms, we hypothesized that distinct tissues impose selection

toward a certain set of translationally efficient codons. However,

a validation for this hypothesis required the accurate quantifica-

tion of tissue-specific tRNA profiles, which has been hitherto

missing. With the advent of such high-throughput expression

data (Gogakos et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018), here, we retrieved

the previously published supply-to-demand adaptation (SDA)

estimate for translational efficiency (Hernandez-Alias et al.,

2020; Pechmann and Frydman, 2013), which computes the bal-

ance between the supply (i.e., the anticodon tRNA abundances)

and demand (i.e., the codons expressed in mRNAs) of each

codon (see STAR Methods).

Using a total of 620 healthy samples from TheCancer Genome

Atlas (TCGA) dataset (Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020; Synapse:

syn20640275), we first computed the SDA of all viral-protein-

coding sequences based on the SDAweights of their constituent

codons. Therefore, taking the average of all healthy samples

across each of the 23 TCGA cancer types, we determined the

estimated translational efficiencies of viral proteins in different

human tissues (Table S2).

Next, from the perspective of the translational selection hy-

pothesis, we would expect that viral proteins are translationally

adapted to their target tissues. In consequence, we tried to

test our hypothesis by using a completely blind and unbiased

random forest classifier, which applies machine learning in order

to predict the tropism of each viral protein based on the SDA to

different tissues (see STARMethods). The resulting performance

of the models, based on the area under the curve (AUC) of their

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, ranges 0.79–

0.92 (Figure 2A), which is clearly higher than the no-skill model

of 0.5 (p < 0.01, permutation test in Table S2). Similar results

were also obtained from complementary prediction performance

metrics such as precision-recall curves (Figure 2A). This analysis
was replicated with the other list of viruses from ViralZone, lead-

ing to comparable predictive outcomes (Figure S2; p < 0.01, per-

mutation test in Table S2). These results indicate that our

machine learning model is able to predict the tropism of a viral

protein based on its SDA to tissues with high accuracy. In

concordance, a LDA of the average SDA of each virus across tis-

sues can similarly separate different clusters of viral tropism

based on their translational efficiencies (Figure S2).

In an attempt to understandwhich tissues are themost predic-

tive for identifying the viral tropism of proteins, we analyzed the

relative feature importance within each random forest classifier,

which measures the contribution of each tissue SDA in the deci-

sion trees (Figure 2B). The main observation was that no single

tissue alone is able to discriminate against the specific tropism

because all feature importances lie below 0.09. However, it

was also clear that translational adaptation to stomach (STAD;

for healthy samples of stomach adenocarcinoma) is a recurrent

discriminant feature, while other tissues are specifically impor-

tant for just one or few tropisms, such as liver (LIHC; for healthy

samples of liver hepatocellular carcinoma) in predicting hepato-

cyte viruses. In any case, the directionality of these features

could not be established.

All of these analyses using the TCGA dataset were based on

tRNA quantifications derived from generic small RNA

sequencing, which we have previously reported to provide

consistent measurements compared to other tRNA sequencing

techniques such as hydro-tRNA-seq (Hernandez-Alias et al.,

2020). However, to exclude any possible technical bias related

to the low tRNA coverage of the technique, we reproduced the

same random forest model of viral tropism by using an alterna-

tive dataset of hydro-tRNA sequencing (hydro-tRNA-seq) across

7 tissue-wide cell lines (HEK293, HCT116, HeLa, MDA-MB-231,

BJ/hTERT, HACAT, and HepG2; see STAR Methods). The re-

sults showed similar predictive performances compared to

TCGA (Figure S3).

In addition, as our systematic analysis suggested that the

codon usage of viruses tends to be adapted to the tRNAs of

the tissue they infect, we specifically interrogated the transla-

tional efficiency of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavi-

rus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which is causing themost deadly pandemic

in recent decades (World Health Organization, 2020). As a result,

we observed that the SARS-CoV-2 proteome is especially

adapted to the upper respiratory airways and alveoli but also

to other tissues such as the gastrointestinal tract and brain (Fig-

ures S4 and S5; Table S3; see STAR Methods).

Overall, because the tropism of viruses can be predicted from

their translational adaptation to tissues, these results indicate

that viral proteomes are specifically adapted to certain tRNA-

based translational efficiencies. In consequence and comple-

mentary to the observations of mutational pressure driving viral

codon bias (Belalov and Lukashev, 2013; Jenkins and Holmes,

2003; Shackelton et al., 2006), we described the basis for a po-

tential tissue-specific translational selection of viral codon usage.

Early viral proteins are better adapted than late
counterparts
Given the tropism-specific adaptation of viral RCU toward the

translational machinery of tissues, we wondered whether certain
Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021 3



Figure 2. Viruses are adapted to the tRNA-based translational efficiencies of their target tissues

(A) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall (PR) curves of a random forest classifier, in which the average supply-to-demand adaptation

(SDA) of viral proteins to each of the 23 TCGA tissues is used to predict their corresponding viral tropism of NCBI viruses (see STARMethods). The area under the

curves (AUCs) ± SD summarize the performance of the model.

(B) Relative feature weights of each of the 23 TCGA tissues for each of the 6 tropisms, which measure the contribution of each tissue in the decision trees. The

dendrograms show a hierarchical clustering among tissues (left) and among tropisms (top). The cyan lines show the trace of weights along each tropism. Refer to

Table S2 for full TCGA cancer type names. See also Figures S2–S5.
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genomic subsets were specifically adapted to the tissue of infec-

tion. In particular, we speculated that early replication-related

proteins would have a greater benefit from such an adaptation

than late structural proteins because once the virus takes control

of the cell, it could change its tRNA expression program (Goz

et al., 2017; van Weringh et al., 2011).

To estimate the adaptation of each protein to the tRNA-based

codon efficiencies of each tissue, we computed their SDA (Her-

nandez-Alias et al., 2020; Table S4). For that purpose, we

matched each virus to the tRNAs of their tissues of infection (Ta-

ble S4). In concordance with our hypothesis, based on current

viral annotations (VOGdb, https://vogdb.org), we observed a

small but highly significant shift in SDA between structural and

replication proteins across most viral tropisms, with the excep-

tion of hepatocyte and intestine viruses (Figure 3A;paired2-tailed
4 Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Similarly, we performed a gene set

enrichment analysis to identify which virus orthologous groups

(VOGs) were enriched in high-SDA or low-SDA proteins (Fig-

ure 3B). As determined by current annotations (Knipe and How-

ley, 2013), top VOGs mostly contained replication-related early

proteins, whereas bottom VOGs had structural late functions,

with few exceptions to the general trend.

Previous studies on the translational adaptation of HIV-1 sug-

gested that the host tRNA pool is reprogramed upon viral infec-

tion in order to favor the expression of late genes (van Weringh

et al., 2011). In this direction, we wanted to test whether this

tRNA reprogramming is a general adaptive mechanism among

viral species. Using 3 previously published small RNA-seq data-

sets of human cell lines upon viral infection (Chang et al., 2013;

Shi et al., 2018; Stark et al., 2012; GEO: GSE33584,

https://vogdb.org


Figure 3. Early viral proteins are better adapted than late counterparts

(A) Average SDA of replication (Xr) and structural (Xs) proteins of a total of 104 annotated tropism-specific viruses matched to 461 samples of their tissues of

infection (Table S4). Boxes expand from the first to the third quartile, with the center values indicating the median. The whiskers define a confidence interval of

median ± 1.58*interquartile range (IQR)/sqrt(n). Statistical significancewas determined by paired (structural against replication proteins of each virus) and 2-tailed

Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

(B) Top 10 positive and negative virus orthologous groups upon gene set enrichment analysis of the SDA of all proteins of tropism-specific viruses (Table S4).

Based on their annotations, proteins groups are colored based on their early/replication or late/structural function (Knipe and Howley, 2013).
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GSE102470, GSE57763), we quantified the tRNA abundances at

different time points (Table S5). Therefore, in terms of time

course differences, we detected a general decrease in transla-

tional efficiency (measured as RtAI, see STAR Methods) upon

viral infection, which is relatively more pronounced for late pro-

teins rather than early (Figure 4A). At the same time, to compare

the absolute translational efficiency of late and early genes, we

also compiled previously published proteomic measurements

upon infection of these 3 viruses (Golumbeanu et al., 2019; No-

bre et al., 2019; Ouwendijk et al., 2020). Although there were

no consistent differences of early versus late protein levels

across viruses (Figure 4B), we nonetheless observed that most

abundant expression classes tended to have higher translation

efficiencies (Figure 4).

Overall, we determined that the tropism-specific adaptation of

viruses is specifically pronounced among early proteins. Howev-

er, the lower adaption of late viral genes and findings on transla-

tion changes upon infection suggest that host cells might be

reprogrammed to favor the expression of late viral genes.

DISCUSSION

Tropism is determined by an ensemble of different factors,

including the mechanism of viral entry to the host, the immune

responses to the infection, or the viral hijacking of the cellular

machinery in the interest of replication and propagation. In this
article, we studied the latter by focusing on the translational

adaptation of viral genomes to the host.

There could be controversy regarding to what extent some vi-

ruses out of the 502 included in the NCBI database used here are

truly adapted to humans or whether some of them are annotated

just because of anecdotal infections. Also, for some viruses,mul-

tiple genotypes and variants are represented in the NCBI data-

base, although they actually do showcase differences in codon

usage (Table S1; Figure 1). To exclude any statistical bias due

to the database used, we duplicated our analysis with the

reduced highly curated ViralZone database and obtained similar

results, which indicated that our observations were robust.

Although previous studies on the base composition and codon

usage of both DNA and RNA viruses (Jenkins and Holmes, 2003;

Shackelton et al., 2006) have attributed most of the codon usage

variability to the mutational pressure of viral genomes, our anal-

ysis proposes tropism as another potential driving force. By

systematically interrogating all human-infecting viruses, we un-

covered that tissue tropism explains changes in their codon us-

age more than other viral properties such as type or family.

Therefore, as mutational pressure would act more similarly

within phylogenetically closer species, such tropism-related dif-

ferences in codon usage suggests that tissue-specific tRNA

expression could be driving a translational selection on viral ge-

nomes. However, as suggested by Figure S1, many other and

overlapping forces, such as mRNA stability, frameshift motifs,
Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021 5



Figure 4. Translational adaptation of viral proteins upon infection

(A) Relative tRNA adaptation index (see STAR Methods; Table S5) of viral proteins upon effective viral infections in different cell lines. Proteins are allocated to

different time expression classes based on current viral knowledge (Knipe and Howley, 2013; Table S5). Center values within the violin plot represent the median.

Only significant differences are shown and are denoted as follows: *p% 0.05, **p% 0.01, ***p% 0.001, and ****p% 0.0001. Statistical differences are based on a

false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected 2-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test, with paired comparisons between time points (written in color) and unpaired comparisons

between expression classes.

(B) Abundances of viral proteins (see STARMethods; Table S5) upon effective viral infections at different time points in different cell lines. Solid lines represent the

median of the expression class, surrounded by an uncertainty interval between the 0.4 and 0.6 percentiles.
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transcriptional regulation, or codon-dependent immune re-

sponses, are also known to shape the composition of coding se-

quences (Bergman and Tuller, 2020; Li et al., 2012).

Although high-throughput sequencing of tRNAs has been only

recently developed, cases of natural selection of codon usage to-

ward the host have been previously proposed. For instance,

codon usage of Parvovirus has been progressively adapted

from dogs to cats after the host jump (Franzo et al., 2017). Influ-

enza viruses show a similar adaptation over a time of viral

isolation, deviating from the codon usage of avian hosts (Luo
6 Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021
et al., 2020;Wong et al., 2010). However, whether these progres-

sive changes in codon usage over time are directly driven by

translational selection has remained elusive. With the advent of

tissue-wide datasets of tRNAs and their translational efficiencies

(Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020), we can now compute the SDA of

all viral proteomes in different tissues. From there, we then

created a random forest model that predicts with high accuracy

the viral tropism of proteins based on their profile of adaptation

to human tissues. In consequence, the tRNA-based adaptation

profile of a protein is descriptive of their viral tropism, indicating
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that translational selectioncould indeeddrive tropismdifferences

of codon usage. It is important to remark that viruses could still

have a good SDA to non-target tissues with similar tRNA expres-

sion patterns that are not infected because they are not exposed

to the virus.

In particular, we found that SARS-CoV-2 is highly adapted to

the upper respiratory tract and the alveoli (Figure S4C), which is

in agreement with recent single-cell transcriptomic studies re-

porting the expression of ACE2 in the nasal goblet and ciliated

cells as well as the type-2 alveolar epithelial cells (Sungnak

et al., 2020; Ziegler et al., 2020). Apart from the respiratory tract,

the gastrointestinal tract emerges as the most translationally

adapted tissue, followed by the other epithelial-like tissues

and the brain, which concurs with some frequently observed

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) symptoms (Baig et al.,

2020; Li et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2020; Zhang

et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020b). In terms of the evolution of

the new coronavirus, given the similarity of SARS-CoV-2 SDA

with the phylogenetically closest bat coronavirus (Figure S5B),

it seems that a translational selection to increase SDA would

have acted before the putative zoonosis from bats or other in-

termediate hosts. Furthermore, in agreement with the highest

translational potential of SARS-CoV-2 in their target tissues, a

recent model of viral tropism suggested that a tradeoff exists

between the efficiency of viral translation and the translational

load on the host, indicating that an improved codon usage

can make the difference between symptomatic and natural

hosts (Chen et al., 2020).

On the other hand, in analyzing differences in codon usage be-

tween early and late viral genes, previous studies do not

completely agree. Although it would be intuitive to conclude,

and in fact some authors claim, that late proteins, which often

need to be expressed in higher amounts, are better translation-

ally adapted than early counterparts (Bahir et al., 2009), others

state otherwise (Goz et al., 2017; Mioduser et al., 2017). Using

the tRNA abundances from the TCGA dataset and based on

the SDA, we therefore validated that early replication-related

proteins are generally better adapted to the tissue of infection,

despite few exceptions (Figure 3B). In agreement with this obser-

vation, it is known that host tRNA pools either undergo reprog-

ramming upon HIV-1 infection (van Weringh et al., 2011) or are

locally channeled to ribosomes in vaccinia and influenza A vi-

ruses (Pavon-Eternod et al., 2013). Upon infection, we propose

that translational adaptation could switch in some cases toward

the expression of late structural proteins, which has previously

been observed in HIV-1 (van Weringh et al., 2011).

Overall, this systematic analysis establishes a link between the

codon usage of human viruses and the translational efficiency of

their tissue of infection. This correspondence is particularly

observed in early viral proteins. We therefore envision the devel-

opment of ad hoc gene therapies specifically targeting the tissue

of interest.
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Luis

Serrano (luis.serrano@crg.eu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
The code used in this study is available at GitHub: https://github.com/hexavier/tRNA_viruses, https://github.com/hexavier/

tRNA_mapping. The accession number for the data reported in this paper is ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-9905.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines
The cell lines included in this study are HACAT and HepG2. The sex of each cell line is as follows: HACAT, male; HepG2, male. Cells

were maintained at 37�C in a humidified atmosphere at 5% CO2 in DMEM 4.5 g/l Glucose with UltraGlutamine media supplemented

with 10% of FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cells have been tested negative for mycoplasma.

METHOD DETAILS

Biological Assays
RNA extraction. Cells were grown in 60 mm dishes for 48h in triplicates. Total RNA from HACAT and HepG2 was extracted using the

miRNeasy Mini kit. 20 mg of total RNA was treated following the protocol of Hydro-tRNaseq (Gogakos et al., 2017).

Hydro-tRNA sequencing. Total RNA was resolved on 15% Novex TBE–urea gels and size-selected for 60-100 nt fragments. The

recovered material was then alkaline hydrolyzed (10 mM sodium carbonate and 10 mM sodium bicarbonate) for 10 min at 60�C. The
resulting RNA was de-phosphorylated with Antarctic Phosphatase (New England Biolabs) at 37�C for 1 h. De-phosphorylated RNA

was purified with an RNeasy MinElute spin column and re-phosphorylated with polynucleotide kinase (NEB). PNK-treated tRNAs

were purified with an RNeasy MinElute spin column, adaptor-ligated, reverse-transcribed, and PCR-amplified for 14 cycles. The re-

sulting cDNAwas purified using a QIAQuick PCR Purification Kit and sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform in 50 bp paired-end

format.

Data Sources
Viruses and annotations.We included in the analysis all human-infecting viruses from the NCBI Viral Genome Browser, downloaded

as of June 9, 2020. Additionally, for its interest, we added a posteriori the new SARS-CoV-2 virus. Viral metadata including family,

genus, genetic material type and Baltimore category were retrieved either from the ICTV 2018b Master Species List (Walker et al.,

2019) or the ICTV Virus Metadata Resource (https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/vmr/?Redirected=true). The sequence-based

phylogenetic information was obtained from Aiewsakun and Simmonds (2018). Tissue and cell type tropism was determined based

on the curated database ViralZone (Hulo et al., 2011), and allocated to each of the six main classes based on the main annotation. To

exclude any bias due to the source of the list, we also used the list of human-infecting viruses of ViralZone (Hulo et al., 2011). Table S1

contains all human-infecting viruses and their associated metadata.

Coding sequences. The coding sequences of human-infecting viruses from RefSeq were downloaded from the Codon/Codon Pair

Usage Tables (CoCoPUTs) project release as of June 9, 2020 (Alexaki et al., 2019; Athey et al., 2017; Table S1). The SARS-CoV-2 and

RaTG13 sequences were directly downloaded from GenBank (Table S3; NCBI RefSeq: NC_045512.2; GenBank: MN996532.1).

Virus Orthologous Groups. Virus Orthologous Groups and their functional annotations (virus structure and replication) were down-

loaded from VOGdb (https://vogdb.org, release number vog94). The protein sets of each VOG were formatted to a Gene Matrix

Transposed (GMT) file for custom GSEA analyses.
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TCGA translational efficiency. The Supply-to-Demand Adaptation (SDA) is the balance between the supply (i.e., the anticodon

tRNA abundances) and demand (i.e., the weighted codon usage based on the mRNA levels) for each of the 60 codons (excluding

methionine and Stop codons) (Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020). The SDAweights of all TCGA samples were downloaded from Synapse:

syn20640275.

Hydro-tRNaseq of HeLa, HEK293, HCT116, MDA-MB-231, and fibroblast BJ/hTERT. Using the exact same protocol as described

above, we have previously generated and published the Hydro-tRNaseq data of five tissue-wide human cell lines: HeLa, HEK293,

HCT116, MDA-MB-231, and fibroblast BJ/hTERT (Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020). The raw data are publicly accessible at the Gene

Expression Omnibus (GEO: GSE137834).

Small RNA-sequencing datasets upon viral infection. Three small RNA-sequencing datasets were downloaded to analyze the tRNA

content of human cell lines upon viral infection. In Stark et al. (2012), samples of Human Foreskin Fibroblasts (HFF) infected with hu-

man cytomegalovirus (HCMV) strain Towne at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 3, analyzed at 24 and 72 hours post-infection (GEO:

GSE33584). In Shi et al. (2018), samples of cellosaurus KMB-17 infectedwith HumanSimplex Virus type 1 (HSV1) strain 17 at aMOI of

1, analyzed at 48 hpi (GEO: GSE102470). In Chang et al. (2013), samples of lymphoblastoid SUP-T1 cells infected with Human im-

munodeficiency virus 1 (HIV1) strain LAI at aMOI of 5, at 5, 12 and 24 hpi (GEO: GSE57763). The raw FASTQ files were analyzed using

the tRNA quantification pipeline below.

Proteomics datasets upon viral infection. Three proteomics datasets were downloaded to analyze the abundances of viral proteins

in human cell lines upon infection. In Golumbeanu et al. (2019), iBAQmass spectrometry quantificationwas usedwith lymphoblastoid

SUP-T1 cells infected with a HIVeGFP-based viral vector, analyzed at 6, 12, 18 and 24 hpi. In Ouwendijk et al. (2020), TOP3MS quan-

tification was used in human retinal pigment epithelial ARPE-19 cells infected with HSV-1 F-strain at a MOI of 1, analyzed at 0, 2, 4, 6,

8, 10 and 12 hpi (label-free absolutemeasurements of peptides were accessed upon request to the authors). For HCMV, we used two

datasets of HFF infected with HCMV strain Merlin at a MOI of 10 with TMT mass spectrometry: (a) WCL3 from Weekes et al. (2014),

and (b) proteomic series three from Fielding et al. (2017). The iBAQ absolute quantifications of these two datasets have been previ-

ously published in Nobre et al. (2019). Therefore, quantifications at 24, 48 and 72 hpi were determined by distributing the absolute

iBAQ quantification among the relative TMT abundances. All proteomic data are accessible in Table S5.

Computational Analysis
Relative Codon Usage (RCU). The RCU is defined as the contribution of a certain codon to the amino acid it belongs to. The RCU of all

synonymous codons therefore sum up to 1.

RCU =
xCP
i˛Caa

xi

where xC refers to the abundance of the codon C, and Caa is the set of all synonymous codons.

tRNA quantification. In both Hydro-tRNaseq and small RNA-seq FASTQ files, sequencing adapters were trimmed using BBDuk

from the BBMap toolkit [v38.22] (https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap): k-mer = 10 (allowing 8 at the end of the read), Hamming

distance = 1, length = 10-75bp, Phred > 25. Using the human reference genome GRCh38, the high confidence set of tRNAs from

GtRNAdb (Chan and Lowe, 2016) was annotated with tRNAscan-SE [v2.0] (Chan and Lowe, 2019), which includes a total of 432 nu-

clear tRNAs and 20 mitochondrial tRNAs.

Trimmed FASTQ files were then mapped using a specific pipeline for tRNAs (Hoffmann et al., 2018). Summarizing, an artificial

genome is first generated bymasking all annotated tRNA genes and adding pre-tRNAs (i.e., tRNA geneswith 30 and 50 genomic flank-

ing regions) as extra chromosomes. Uponmapping to this artificial genomewith Segemehl [v0.3.1] (Hoffmann et al., 2009), reads that

map to the tRNA-masked chromosomes or to the tRNA flanking regions are filtered out in order to remove non-tRNA reads and un-

mature-tRNA reads respectively.

After this first mapping step, a second library is generated by adding 30 CCA tails and removing introns from tRNA genes. All 100%

identical sequences of this so-calledmature tRNAs are clustered to avoid redundancy. Next, the subset of filtered reads from the first

mapping is aligned against the clusteredmature tRNAs using Segemehl [v0.3.1] (Hoffmann et al., 2009). Mapped reads are then real-

igned with GATK IndelRealigner [v3.8] (McKenna et al., 2010) to reduce the number of mismatching bases across all reads.

For quantification, isoacceptors were quantified as reads per million (RPM). In order to increase the coverage for anticodon-level

quantification, we consider all reads that map unambiguously to a certain isoacceptor, even though they ambiguously map to

different isodecoders (i.e., tRNA genes that differ in their sequence but share the same anticodon). Ambiguous reads mapping to

genes of different isoacceptors were discarded.

Relative tRNA Adaptation Index (RtAI). As described by dos Reis et al. (2003, 2004), the tAI weights every codon based on the

wobble-base codon-anticodon interaction rules. Let c be a codon, then the decoding weight is a weighted sum of the square-

root-normalized tRNA abundances tRNAcj for all tRNA isoacceptors j that bind with affinity ð1�scjÞ given the wobble-base pairing

rules nc. However, while dos Reis et al. (2004) assumes that highly expressed genes are codon-optimized, here we use the non-opti-

mized s-values to avoid a circularity in our reasoning:

s = ½0; 0; 0; 0; 0:5; 0:5; 0:75; 0:5; 0:5�
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wc =
Xnc
j = 1

ð1� scjÞtRNAcj

For better comparison with the SDA, an amino-acid-normalized tAI measure is defined by dividing each tAI weight by the maximum

weight among all codons within each amino acid family.

Rwc =
wc

maxi˛caaðwiÞ
And therefore the RtAI of a certain protein is the product of weights Rw of each codon ik at the triplet position k throughout the full

gene length lg, and normalized by the length.

RtAI =

 Ylg
k = 1

Rwik

!1=lg

Supply-to-Demand Adaptation (SDA). The SDA aims to consider not only tRNA abundances, but also the codon usage demand. In

doing so, it constitutes a global measure of translation control, since the efficiency of a certain codon depends both on its comple-

mentary anticodon abundance as well as the demand for such anticodon by other transcripts. This global control has been indeed

established to play an important role in defining optimal translation programs (Frumkin et al., 2018).

The definition of the SDA is based on similar previously publishedmetrics (Gingold et al., 2012; Hernandez-Alias et al., 2020; Pech-

mann and Frydman, 2013), which consists of a ratio between the anticodon supply and demand. On the one hand, the anticodon

supply is defined as the relative tAI weights Rw(see previous section). On the other, the anticodon demand is estimated from the

codon usage at the transcriptome level. It is computed as the frequency of each codon in a transcript weighted by the corresponding

transcript expression, and finally summing up over all transcripts. Let c be a codon, then the codon usage is a weighted sum of the

counts of codon ci in gene j weighted by the mRNA-seq abundance mRNAj for all genes in the genome g:

CUc =
Xg
j = 1

cijmRNAj

Similarly to the supply, the anticodon demand is then normalized within each amino acid family:

Dc =
CUc

maxi˛caaðCUiÞ
Finally, the SDA weights (SDAw) are defined as the ratio between the codon supply Sc and demand Dc:

SDAwc =
Sc

Dc

And therefore the SDA of a certain protein is the product of weights SDAw of each codon ik at the triplet position k throughout the full

gene length lg, and normalized by the length.

SDA =

 Ylg
k = 1

SDAwik

!1=lg

Internal clustering validity. Three indexes were used to determine the clustering performance of the RCUs based on different viral

features. These are ‘‘internal’’ metrics, since they evaluate the quality of a certain grouping using measures of the dataset itself (ho-

mogeneity of clusters, distances within and between clusters, etc.).

d WB index is a ratio of the sum-of-squares (SS) within clusters and the SS between clusters, normalized by the number of clus-

ters (Zhao and Fränti, 2014). Therefore, low values of the WB index are indicative of good clustering.

d Dunn index considers the inter-cluster distance and diameter of the cluster hypersphere (Dunn, 1974). A higher Dunn index in-

dicates better clustering.

d Silhouette Coefficient ranges from �1 to +1, and measures how similar an object is to its own cluster (intra-cluster distance)

compared to other clusters (nearest-cluster distance) (Al- Zoubi and Raw, 2008). A high value indicates a correct clustering.

Linear Discriminant Analysis of viral RCU. We applied a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to the viral RCUs, taking for each virus

the average RCU of its proteins.We assigned each virus to its corresponding tropism (Table S1) in order to find the linear combination

of codon features that maximized differences between viral target tissues. Given the collinear nature of RCUs by definition, the esti-

mated coefficients are impossible to interpret, although it does not hamper the classification performance.

Other determinants of codon usage. To analyze the extent of multiple coding determinants on viral sequences, we computed two

metrics associated with the folding of RNAs and the presence of ribosomal frameshift motifs. In both cases, we compared these
Cell Reports 34, 108872, March 16, 2021 e4
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results to a set of randomized sequences, which code for the exact same protein and have the same codon usage, but their codon

composition is shuffled.

d Minimum Free Energy (MFE). RNAs are not simple linear sequences, but rather need to be appropriately folded. As such, we

applied the ViennaRNA toolkit (Lorenz et al., 2011) to predict the folding of all viral RNA sequences and therefore determine their

corresponding Minimum Free Energy (MFE).

d Ribosomal Frameshift prediction. Viruses are known to incorporate ribosomal frameshift events in their genomes in order to

induce the expression of downstream coding regions or regulate the expression of protein products (Bekaert et al., 2010).

As such, we applied the KnotInFrame tool (Theis et al., 2008) to identify sequences that could induce ribosome frameshift

and would therefore be biasing our analysis. The algorithm computes the MFE of the pseudoknot RNA structure, which is

known to produce frameshifts, and compares it with the base RNA folding.

Random Forest Classifier. To evaluate the adaptation of the viral proteins to the SDAw of human tissues, we computed their

average SDA to each of the 23 TCGA tissues (Table S2). Using the set of 228 tropism-defined viruses, we had a total of 2891 viral

proteins. Taking the 23 tissue-specific SDAs as features, we applied a Random Forest (RF) Classifier, populated with 100 decision

trees, using the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Therefore, for each of the six viral tropisms, we developed a model for

predicting the tropism-positive versus tropism-negative proteins based on the translational adaptation across tissues. Given that the

size of the tropism-positive and tropism-negative groups were often unbalanced, we iteratively sampled equal-sized groups, for n =

100 iterations. Furthermore, we validated the results with a stratified 5-fold cross-validation.

In order to evaluate the performance of the RFmodels, we computed the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of Receiver Operating Charac-

teristic (ROC) and Precision-Recall (PR) plots (Figure 2A). We took the average and standard deviation across all iterations. Similarly, we

computed the relative feature weights corresponding to each of the 23 TCGA tissues (Figure 2B). In addition, we also validate the pre-

dictive potential of the model by performing a permutation test over 100 randomizations of the tropism labels of the dataset (Table S2).

For the dataset of Hydro-tRNaseq of human cells, we computed the average viral RtAI to each of the seven cell lines (Table S2). The

RtAI is the supply-only version of SDA (see description above) since no codon demand information is available for this dataset. Using

the same set of 2891 viral proteins across these seven RtAI features, we performed an identical RF classifier as above.

Linear Discriminant Analysis of tissue-specific SDAs. Similar to the RF classifier, we also computed the average proteome SDA per

virus in each of the 23 tissues. We then applied a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to these averaged SDAs.We assigned each virus

to its corresponding tropism (Table S1) in order to find the linear combination of tissue adaptation features thatmaximized differences

between viral target tissues (Figure S2; Table S2).

Translational adaptation of human coronaviruses. The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus constitutes the etiologic agent of the biggest

pandemic of the 21st century, causing the COVID-19 pneumonia-like disease. As our systematic analysis suggests that the codon

usage of viruses tend to be adapted to the tissue they infect, we selected the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and other related res-

piratory viruses to further explore their translational adaptation profile over tissues. We initially reconstructed tRNA expression pro-

files along the respiratory tract making use of the spatial information associated with healthy TCGA samples from head and neck

squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) and lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) (Table S3). We then

computed the SDA of viral proteins from the three pandemic coronaviruses of the last two decades SARS-CoV (Drosten et al.,

2003), MERS-CoV (Zaki et al., 2012), and SARS-CoV-2 (Zhou et al., 2020a), as well as the common flu-causing influenza A virus

(H1N1) along the respiratory tract (Figure S4A). Apart from the clear viral tropism of SARS-CoV-2 to the respiratory tract, recent

studies propose that their tropism can expand to other tissues such as the digestive system or the brain (Baig et al., 2020; Zhang

et al., 2020). For this reason, we also extended our translational analysis to all the 23 tissues of the TCGA dataset (Figure S5A).

Moreover, given that the tropisms not only depend on the translational adaptation to the host, but also on the expression of the

required entry receptors, we measured the respective receptors of each virus (Figure S4B; Table S3). Influenza A viruses bind to

a(2,6)-linked and a(2,3)-linked sialic acids, which are synthesized by the enzymes ST6GAL1 and ST3GAL4, respectively (Broszeit

et al., 2019). The MERS-CoV uses the parenchyma-specific receptor DPP4 (Raj et al., 2013). On the other hand, both the SARS-

CoV and SARS-CoV-2 strains bind to the ACE2 protein and require the proteolytic priming of the viral spike protein by TMPRSS2

(Hoffmann et al., 2020), although the receptor BSG/CD147 has also been proposed (Wang et al., 2020).

In an attempt to elucidate the translational selection that could have benefitted the evolution of the new coronavirus, we also

compared the SDA adaptation of SARS-CoV-2 to those of close phylogenetic strains (Figure S5B): the human-infecting SARS-

CoV and the bat coronavirus RatG13, with 79.6% and 96.2% of sequence identity, respectively (Zhou et al., 2020a).

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA).We analyzed the enrichment of gene sets of the Virus Orthologous Groups using the GSEA

algorithm (Subramanian et al., 2005). The score used to generate the ranked list input is specified in the text. For the analysis, all gene

sets with at least 10 members appearing in the ranked list were included.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All details of the statistical analyses can be found in the figure legends. For hypothesis testing, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test was per-

formed. We used a significance value of 0.05.
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